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Spatial Big Data
Big Data refers to large and complex data sets that are difficult to handle using 
traditional methods and systems to analyze and extract information.

Such data sets are quite common in geospatial domain.

Numerous spatial computing methods and systems have been developed to tackle 
the difficulties and enable discovery, delivery, analysis, and visualisation of 
geospatial data.

However, data processing and analysis tasks are still mostly performed on local 
workstations and is time consuming.



Handling Spatial Big Data
Recent developments in both hardware and software infrastructure has given big 
push and new direction to distributed data processing capabilities.

Scalable and affordable big data analysis capabilities are available through:

- Open-source systems that allow computing clusters on commodity hardware 
- Proprietary cloud-based data storage and computing services

Choosing the right solution(s) depending on the nature of spatial big data and the 
analysis needs is becoming challenging.





(Spatial) Big Data Infrastructure

High-level Applications

Spatial Extensions
SpatialHadoop, GeoSpark, PostGIS,...

High-level Frameworks
Hive, Mahout, GeoTrellis, MLlib, ... 

Distributed Databases
Casandra, Dynamo, Ignite, HBase, ... 

Distributed Processing Frameworks
YARN, Mesos, Borg, ...

CPU GPU xPUStorageNetwork

Distributed File Systems
HDFS, EOS, ...

Low-level Libraries
BLAS, MKL, OpenCL, Vulkan, Metal, CUDA, ...

File
Systems

Distributed Computing Frameworks
Hadoop, Spark, Storm, Kafka, ...

Databases
PostgreSQL

MySQL
MongoDB

...
High-level Libraries

NumPy, CuPy, Dask, GDAL, ...

Machine Learning Frameworks
TensorFlow, PyTorch, Caffe2, MXNet, ...

High-level Machine Learning Frameworks
Keras, Gluon, ...

Runtime/Compiler Frameworks
tvm, Mace, ...

Geos, JTS, S2



Relational Databases
Oracle Database: Spatial and Graph

- 3D+M Geometry, TIN, Point Cloud, Raster, Graph
- SRS, Query, Indexing, LR, Web Services, etc.

PostgreSQL

- 2D Planar Geometry
- Custom operators and functions
-   

MySQL

- 2D Geometry (5.7: Planar), SRS
- Query, Indexing

Source: DB-Engines, 2019

- 3D+M Geometry, Raster
- SRS, Query, Indexing, Topology, etc.

https://db-engines.com/en/ranking


NoSQL - Distributed Databases
MongoDB

- 2D Geometry (Spherical)
- 2D Index (no sharding), Basic operators

Elasticsearch

- 2D Point, Polygon (Spherical)
- 2D Index, Basic operators

Redis

- 6 commands
GEOADD, GEOHASH, GEOPOS, GEODIST, GEORADIUS, ...

Apache Ignite

- Geospatial Library extension
(JTS)

Apache Casandra

Apache HBase

Apache CouchDB

- No native support



Distributed Computing Frameworks

SpatialHadoop

Hadoop GIS

ESRI Tools for Hadoop

Hive Spatial

SpatialSpark

SIMBA

LocationSpark

GeoSpark

Magellan

https://github.com/syoummer/SpatialSpark 2017/03, JTS

http://www.cs.utah.edu/~dongx/simba/ 2017/10, Custom

2017/01, Custom https://github.com/purduedb/LocationSpark 

http://geospark.datasyslab.org/ 2019/11, Geotools

https://github.com/harsha2010/magellan 2018/07, Custom

For comparison see "How good are modern spatial analytics systems?" (Pandey et al., 2018)

https://github.com/syoummer/SpatialSpark
http://www.cs.utah.edu/~dongx/simba/
https://github.com/purduedb/LocationSpark
http://geospark.datasyslab.org/
https://github.com/harsha2010/magellan
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3269476


Performance

1: Polygon, 192, 3.4 Mb
2: Polygon, 4500, 6.1 Mb
3: Point, 65 K, 10 Mb (subset of 5)
4: Line, 230 K, 150 Mb
5: Point, 12 M, 1.8 Gb

Attribute Queries
2 attributes, DS 2 and 5, 10 repeats (avg)

Intersection Queries
Line-Polygon, DS 4 and 1-2

Transformation Queries
SRS transformation

Source: Muro et al., 2018

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/334132663_Benchmarking_Apache_Spark_spatial_libraries


LocationTech GeoMesa / GeoTrellis
GeoMesa is an open source suite of tools that enables 
large-scale geospatial querying and analytics on distributed 
computing systems. https://www.geomesa.org/ 

- Spatio-temporal indexing on top of the Accumulo, HBase, Google Bigtable and Cassandra
- Near real time stream processing of spatio-temporal data by layering spatial semantics on Kafka
- GeoServer integration

GeoTrellis is a geographic data processing engine for high 
performance applications. https://geotrellis.io/ 

- Data types for working with rasters in the Scala, as well as fast IO operations
- Map Algebra operations as well as vector to raster or raster to vector operations.
- Utilities to create useful, high performing web services that load and manipulate raster data

https://www.geomesa.org/
https://geotrellis.io/


Machine Learning Frameworks

Source: Song Jun-yi, 2017 (Modified)
2017

Source: den Bakker, 2017 (Modified)

2019

Université de 
Montréal

Berkeley AI 
Research

https://www.popit.kr/%EB%94%A5%EB%9F%AC%EB%8B%9D-%ED%94%84%EB%A0%88%EC%9E%84%EC%9B%8C%ED%81%AC-%EC%A1%B0%EC%82%AC%EC%99%80-%EB%AA%87%EA%B0%80%EC%A7%80-%ED%99%8D%EB%B3%B4/
https://towardsdatascience.com/battle-of-the-deep-learning-frameworks-part-i-cff0e3841750


Machine Learning Frameworks
Apache MXNet is a deep learning framework suited for flexible research prototyping 
and production with hybrid front-end (symbolic/imperative), distributed training, 8 
language bindings, and a large ecosystem. https://mxnet.apache.org/ 

TensorFlow is an end-to-end open source platform for ML with comprehensive, 
flexible ecosystem of tools, libraries and community resources.
A symbolic math library for dataflow and differentiable programming across a range of tasks   https://www.tensorflow.org/ 

PyTorch is a ML framework that accelerates research, prototyping and production 
deployment by distributed training, performance optimization and a large ecosystem. 
https://pytorch.org/  

Keras is a high-level neural networks API capable of running on top of TensorFlow, 
CNTK, Theano, or MXNet with a focus on enabling fast experimentation. https://keras.io/ 

https://mxnet.apache.org/
https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://pytorch.org/
https://keras.io/


30 seconds to Keras

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Dense

model = Sequential()

model.add(Dense(units=64, activation='relu', input_dim=100))
model.add(Dense(units=10, activation='softmax'))

model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='sgd', 
metrics=['accuracy'])

# x_train and y_train are Numpy arrays --just like in the Scikit-Learn API.
model.fit(x_train, y_train, epochs=5, batch_size=32)

loss_and_metrics = model.evaluate(x_test, y_test, batch_size=128)

classes = model.predict(x_test, batch_size=128)



Interoperability
Open Neural Network Exchange Format (ONNX) is 
an open format to represent ML models.
https://onnx.ai 

ONNX enables models to be trained in one 
framework and transferred to another for inference.

ONNX models can benefit ONNX-compatible 
runtimes and libraries designed to maximize 
performance on various hardware.

The ONNX Model Zoo is a collection of pre-trained, 
state-of-the-art models.
https://github.com/onnx/models 
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https://onnx.ai
https://github.com/onnx/models


Microsoft
Microsoft Azure

- Azure Machine Learning Platform
A cloud-based environment to train, deploy, automate, manage,
and track ML models
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/machine-learning/ 

- Azure Data Science Virtual Machines
Geo AI Data Science VM with ArcGIS

- Azure Databases
SQL DB, Cosmo DB, MySQL, PostgreSQL, MariaDB

- Azure Open Datasets
Landsat, Sentinel, MODIS, etc. - mainly U.S. 

The Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) is an open-source 
toolkit for commercial-grade distributed deep learning.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cognitive-toolkit/ (C++, C#, .NET, Python, Java, BrainScript)

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/machine-learning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cognitive-toolkit/


Amazon
Amazon Web Services

- Simple Storage Service (S3)
- Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)

Amazon Elastic Inference, AWS Deep Learning AMI (TensorFlow, PyTorch, MXNet, etc.)

- Athena - analyse S3 data using standard SQL
Uses ESRI Geometry API for spatial query (2D Planar)

- EMR - cloud-native big data platform
EC2 + S3 clusters without provisioning, 19 open-source projects (Hadoop, Spark, HBase, etc.), 

- Earth on AWS - open geospatial data
Landsat, Sentinel, OpenStreetMap, GDELT, etc. (some "Requester Pays")

Amazon SageMaker is a fully-managed service that covers the entire machine 
learning workflow.
Prepare data, choose an algorithm, train the model, tune and optimize it for deployment, make predictions, and take action
Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth - labelling through Amazon Mechanical Turk or pre-screened professional companies



Google
Google Cloud

- Compute Engine
Cloud TPU-GPU (ex. ResNet-50 training, 90 epochs: 8 V100 GPU -  216 min., Cloud TPU V2 - 7.9 min)

- Cloud Storage
- Cloud SQL

MySQL, PostgreSQL, and SQL Server database services

- BigQuery
- BigQuery ML - create and execute machine learning models using standard SQL
- BigQuery GIS - analyze and visualize geospatial data by using standard SQL

Based on S2 Geometry (spherical)

- AI / Deep Learning Containers



Google Earth Engine
Google Earth Engine combines a multi-petabyte catalog of satellite imagery and 
geospatial datasets with planetary-scale analysis capabilities available for free* 
https://earthengine.google.com/ 

https://earthengine.google.com/


Early Involvement
Trusted Tester Agreement between 
Google and JRC signed in 2013.

JRC used Earth Engine to develop 
high-resolution maps of global surface 
water occurrence, change, seasonality, 
recurrence, and transitions by analysing 
Landsat images collected over the past 
three decades. (Pekel et al., Nature, 2016)

Citations: 500 (CrossRef), 700+ (Google Scholar)

Source: Moore, 2019

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature20584
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb4hN0TghAw


Microsoft AI for Good
Providing technology, resources, and expertise to empower those working to solve 
humanitarian issues and create a more sustainable and accessible world.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-for-good 

- AI for Earth
Solve global climate issues

- AI for Accessibility
Amplify human capability for people with a disability

- AI for Cultural Heritage
Preservation and enrichment of cultural heritage (new!)

- AI for Humanitarian Action
Disaster recovery, needs of children, protect displaced
people, promote human rights

AI for Earth Grants
- 435 project with impacts in 71 countries

- Focus areas
Climate, Agriculture, Biodiversity, Water

- Grants
Data labelling grants
Azure compute credit grants (5,000-15,000 USD)
Special grants

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-for-good


Amazon Grants
Amazon Research Awards program provides up to $80,000 in funding and up to 
$20,000 in AWS Promotional Credits to academic researchers on ML topics.
82 projects funded in 2018. 1-2 graduate students or postdocs under the supervision of a tenured faculty member (1 year).

AWS ML Research Awards program funds university departments, faculty, PhD 
students, and post-docs that are conducting novel research in machine learning.
Educational institutions in N. America and Europe. Rolling basis. Amount based on evaluation (funding and/or credits). 

AWS Cloud Credits for Research are available for researchers who:
- Build cloud-hosted publicly available science-as-a-service applications, software, or tools.
- Perform tests evaluating the efficacy of moving research workloads or open data sets to the cloud.
- Train a broader community on the usage of cloud for research workloads via workshops or tutorials.

Quarterly deadlines. Decisions are typically communicated 2-3 months following the deadline.

AWS Cloud Credits for Earth Observation Research
Specific call for the usage of Earth on AWS datasets



Summary
NoSQL / Distributed databases have limited (geo)spatial support.

Common cluster computing systems do not have native spatial data support.

Hadoop- and Spark-based spatial data processing systems are mostly 
experimental, but viable options are available (GeoSpark, GeoMensa, GeoTrellis) 
(beware the implementation details)

Machine learning landscape seems to be more homogenous with less frameworks 
(corporate backing, but open-source) (Python + CUDA)

Cloud services of different providers are quite similar including available datasets, 
except some innovative tools (GEE = game changer) (check performance + cost) 

Early access and grants can facilitate visibility (+ publications) (corporate backing)


